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Life (bedrooms) in plan.
A Sharing Economy
There was a great deal of tea. Crumbs were left on plates, and were brushed from fingers as
they got back to work. There was a puck, thrilip, pop, puck sound as the women needled in and
out, in and out. Each woman held thoughts of the same friend in their mind, as they inched out
her story in thread. The green angles of youth, the alternating strip of light and dark, and the red
centre of home. The quilter’s outstretched legs were warm beneath the large soft fabric and
almost touched as they worked.
Muffling cover
A compulsion to smoothness inspired them. The thickness of it denied creases and wrinkles. Its
material characteristic was to smother. To wrap and cover with a muffling certitude. It was tight
in seam, and so complete, as it arched under and over the pillow. Covering completely, wholly
enfolding, thick as fondant. The infringement of skin or hair or fluid, unthinkable, beneath the
seamless bed cover.
Body weight
They came home to the room upended. Clothes tipped, boxes emptied and strewn. The
violation was complete. Lace curtains torn from their track, and clumped like a slumping body
was the quilt. Flung with force from its anchor points, the carefully sewn corners were like
elbows, propping its huge weight so that it leaned on its mass. The underside was revealed in
parts like varicose veins glimpsed, too high on thighs. Her arms ached as she held the quilts
weight trying to shake order to its form.
informe
In the factory they referred to them as “nets”. A loose term for the stacks and stacks and stacks
of bedcovers that they produced endlessly with vast, large handled machines. The nets trapped
and covered all at once. The jobbers threw them into the slicing machine cutting neat angles
where bed legs, heads and pillows would slot. Strong metallic arms clamped them aloft shaking
the strange flat forms, stumpy limbs and odd slits, which were then folded and folded and
folded.
Covering with Mathematical Frock Coats
“What it designates has no rights in any sense and gets itself squashed everywhere, like a
spider or an earthworm. In fact, for academic men to be happy, the universe would have to
take shape. All of philosophy has no other goal: it is a matter of giving a frock coat to what is,
a mathematical frock coat. On the other hand, affirming that the universe resembles nothing
and is only formless amounts to saying that the universe is something like a spider or spit.”
Georges Bataille, “Formless”, Documents 1, Paris, 1929, p. 382 (translated by Allan Stoekl with
Carl R. Lovitt and Donald M. Leslie Jr., Georges Bataille. Vision of Excess. Selected Writings,
1927-1939, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press “Formless”, p. 31
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